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Freakonomics Revised Edition
Choosing My Religion is a luminous memoir, crafted with the
eye of a journalist and the art of a novelist by New York
Times Magazine writer and editor Stephen J. Dubner. By
turns comic and heartbreaking, it tells the story of a family
torn apart by religion, sustained by faith, and reunited by
truth.
With the born storyteller's command of narrative and
imaginative approach, Leonard Mlodinow vividly
demonstrates how our lives are profoundly informed by
chance and randomness and how everything from wine
ratings and corporate success to school grades and political
polls are less reliable than we believe. By showing us the true
nature of chance and revealing the psychological illusions
that cause us to misjudge the world around us, Mlodinow
gives us the tools we need to make more informed decisions.
From the classroom to the courtroom and from financial
markets to supermarkets, Mlodinow's intriguing and
illuminating look at how randomness, chance, and probability
affect our daily lives will intrigue, awe, and inspire.
Animal Adventures In the unsettled West, Laura Ingalls and
her family are surrounded by wild animals. From bears and
deer to badgers and panthers, Laura always manages to
fingd herself cought up in an animal adventure? Laura Ingalls
Wilder's nine original Little House books have been read and
cherished by millions of readers. Gentle adaptations of these
celebrated stories have been gathered together here in Little
House Chapter Books. No matter where Laura and her family
settled, they were always surrounded by all sorts of wild
animals -- from bears and deer to badgers and even
panthers. It's one animal adventure after another for Laura in
Animal Adventures! With simple, captivating text and RenÉe
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Graef's breath-taking artwork created in the style of Garth
Williams, Little House Chapter Books are the perfect way to
introduce beginning chapter book readers to the exciting
world of Little House.
As big and exciting as the next century, this is a novel of real
life at our giddy, feverish, topsy-turvy edge of the millennium.
Turn of the Century is a good old-fashioned novel about the
day after tomorrow--an uproarious, exquisitely observed
panorama of our world as the twentieth century morphs into
the twenty-first, transforming family, marriage, and friendship
and propelled by the supercharged global businesses and
new technologies that make everyone's lives shake and spin
a little faster. As the year 2000 progresses, George Mactier
and Lizzie Zimbalist, ten years married, are caught up in the
whirl of their centrifugally accelerating lives. George is a TV
producer for the upstart network MBC, launching a truly and
weirdly groundbreaking new show that blurs the line between
fact and fiction. Lizzie is a software entrepreneur dealing with
the breakneck pleasures and pains of running her own
company in an industry where the rules are rewritten daily.
Rocketing between Los An-geles and Seattle, with occasional
stopovers at home in Manhattan for tag-team parenting of
their three children, George and Lizzie are the kind of
businesspeople who, growing up in the sixties and seventies,
never dreamed they would end up in business. They're too
busy to spend the money that's rolling in, and too smart not to
feel ambivalent about their crazed, high-gloss existences, but
nothing seems to slow the roller-coaster momentum of their
inter-secting lives and careers. However, after Lizzie,
recovering from a Microsoft deal gone awry, becomes a
confidante and adviser to George's boss, billionaire media
mogul Harold Mose, the couple discovers that no amount of
sophisticated spin can obscure basic instincts: envy, greed,
suspicion, sexual temptation--and, maybe, love. When they
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and their children are finally drawn into a thrilling, high-tech
corporate hoax that sends Wall Street reeling (and makes
one person very, very rich), George and Lizzie can only
marvel at life's oversized surprises and hold on for dear life.
Like Tom Wolfe's Bonfire of the Vanities, Kurt Andersen's
Turn of the Century lays bare the follies of our age with laserbeam precision, creating memorable characters and
dissecting the ways we think, speak, and navigate this new
era of extreme capitalism and mind-boggling technology.
Entertaining, imaginative, knowing, and wise, Turn of the
Century is a richly plotted comedy of manners about the way
we live now.
Seeks to provide an engaging and comprehensive primer to
economics that explains key concepts without technical
jargon and using common-sense examples.
Shakespeare meets Dashiell Hammett in this wildly
entertaining murder mystery from New York Times bestselling
author Christopher Moore—an uproarious, hardboiled take on
the Bard’s most performed play, A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, featuring Pocket, the hero of Fool and The Serpent of
Venice, along with his sidekick, Drool, and pet monkey, Jeff.
Set adrift by his pirate crew, Pocket of Dog Snogging—last
seen in The Serpent of Venice—washes up on the sunbleached shores of Greece, where he hopes to dazzle the
Duke with his comedic brilliance and become his trusted fool.
But the island is in turmoil. Egeus, the Duke’s minister, is
furious that his daughter Hermia is determined to marry
Demetrius, instead of Lysander, the man he has chosen for
her. The Duke decrees that if, by the time of the wedding,
Hermia still refuses to marry Lysander, she shall be executed
. . . or consigned to a nunnery. Pocket, being Pocket, cannot
help but point out that this decree is complete bollocks, and
that the Duke is an egregious weasel for having even
suggested it. Irritated by the fool’s impudence, the Duke
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orders his death. With the Duke’s guards in pursuit, Pocket
makes a daring escape. He soon stumbles into the wooded
realm of the fairy king Oberon, who, as luck would have it, IS
short a fool. His jester Robin Goodfellow—the mischievous
sprite better known as Puck—was found dead. Murdered.
Oberon makes Pocket an offer he can’t refuse: he will make
Pocket his fool and have his death sentence lifted if Pocket
finds out who killed Robin Goodfellow. But as anyone who is
even vaguely aware of the Bard’s most performed play ever
will know, nearly every character has a motive for wanting the
mischievous sprite dead. With too many suspects and too
little time, Pocket must work his own kind of magic to find the
truth, save his neck, and ensure that all ends well. A rollicking
tale of love, magic, madness, and murder, Shakespeare for
Squirrels is a Midsummer Night’s noir—a wicked and brilliantly
funny good time conjured by the singular imagination of
Christopher Moore.
Air bags cause accidents, because well-protected drivers take
more risks. This well-documented truth comes as a surprise
to most people, but not to economists, who have learned to
take seriously the proposition that people respond to
incentives. In The Armchair Economist, Steven E. Landsburg
shows how the laws of economics reveal themselves in
everyday experience and illuminate the entire range of
human behavior. Why does popcorn cost so much at the
cinema? The 'obvious' answer is that the owner has a
monopoly, but if that were the whole story, there would also
be a monopoly price to use the toilet. When a sudden frost
destroys much of the Florida orange crop and prices
skyrocket, journalists point to the 'obvious' exercise of
monopoly power. Economists see just the opposite: If
growers had monopoly power, they'd have raised prices
before the frost. Why don't concert promoters raise ticket
prices even when they are sure they will sell out months in
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advance? Why are some goods sold at auction and others at
pre-announced prices? Why do boxes at the football sell out
before the standard seats do? Why are bank buildings fancier
than supermarkets? Why do corporations confer huge
pensions on failed executives? Why don't firms require
workers to buy their jobs? Landsburg explains why the
obvious answers are wrong, reveals better answers, and
illuminates the fundamental laws of human behavior along
the way. This is a book of surprises: a guided tour of the
familiar, filtered through a decidedly unfamiliar lens. This is
economics for the sheer intellectual joy of it.
"For many, Thomas Carlyle's put-down of economics as "the
dismal science" rings true - especially in the aftermath of the
crash of 2008. But Diane Coyle argues that economics today
is more soulful than dismal, a more practical and human
science than ever before. The Soulful Science describes the
remarkable creative renaissance in economics, how
economic thinking is being applied to the paradoxes of
everyday life." "This revised edition incorporates the latest
developments in the field, including the rise of behavioral
finance, the failure of carbon trading, and the growing trend of
government bailouts. She also discusses such major debates
as the relationship between economic statistics and
presidential elections, the boundary between private choice
and public action, and who is to blame for today's banking
crisis"--Jacket.

This best-selling comprehensive book conveys the
relevance of sociology by presenting a timely
collection of theories, research, and examples -including its signature first-person accounts that
open many chapters. These lived experiences are
relevant to students and introduce themes that
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provide a framework for learning the chapter
material. Kendall's vivid and inviting writing style,
emphasis on applications, and eye for compelling
current examples further highlight sociology's
relevance to all students. Now in its eleventh edition,
SOCIOLOGY IN OUR TIMES is acclaimed for being
the first textbook to integrate race, class, and gender
issues, and for its thorough presentation of
sociological theory, including contemporary
perspectives such as feminism and postmodernism.
This edition focuses more on social/global change
and on the contemporary world, presenting such
current debates as bullying and social media abuse,
digital-age methods to increase school attendance,
food trucks and the spread of culture, modern
slavery, and weight bias. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Seeks to provide a genuinely engaging and
comprehensive primer to economics that explains
key concepts without technical jargon and using
common-sense examples. Reprint. 20,000 first
printing.
National Bestseller * Named one of Rolling Stone's
Best Music Books of 2018 * One of Newsweek's 50
Best Books of 2018 * A Billboard Best of 2018 * A
New York Times Book Review "New and
Noteworthy" selection “A wise meditation on why
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classic rock stars keep trucking, both on the road
and in our dreams. Every page is an irresistible
argument starter.”—Rob Sheffield, Rolling Stone The
author of the critically acclaimed Your Favorite Band
is Killing Me offers an eye-opening exploration of the
state of classic rock, its past and future, the impact it
has had, and what its loss would mean to an
industry, a culture, and a way of life. Since the late
1960s, a legendary cadre of artists—including the
Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, Neil Young, Bruce
Springsteen, Fleetwood Mac, the Eagles, Black
Sabbath, and the Who—has revolutionized popular
culture and the sounds of our lives. While their songs
still get airtime and some of these bands continue to
tour, its idols are leaving the stage permanently. Can
classic rock remain relevant as these legends die off,
or will this major musical subculture fade away as
many have before, Steven Hyden asks. In this mix of
personal memoir, criticism, and journalism, Hyden
stands witness as classic rock reaches the precipice.
Traveling to the eclectic places where geriatric
rockers are still making music, he talks to the artists
and fans who have aged with them, explores the
ways that classic rock has changed the culture,
investigates the rise and fall of classic rock radio,
and turns to live bootlegs, tell-all rock biographies,
and even the liner notes of rock’s greatest
masterpieces to tell the story of what this music
meant, and how it will be remembered, for fans like
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himself. Twilight of the Gods is also Hyden’s story.
Celebrating his love of this incredible music that has
taken him from adolescence to fatherhood, he
ponders two essential questions: Is it time to give up
on his childhood heroes, or can this music teach him
about growing old with his hopes and dreams intact?
And what can we all learn from rock gods and their
music—are they ephemeral or eternal?
In this book, we have hand-picked the most
sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at
times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews
of "Freakonomics: Revised Edition." Don't say we
didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock
with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may
be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't
buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2.
You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes.
3. You've heard it all.
The son of Catholic converts from Judaism
chronicles his own return to the Jewish faith after
being raised as an altar boy and a devout Christian.
Reprint.
A thoroughly revised edition of the much-soughtafter early work by Terence and Dennis McKenna
that looks at shamanism, altered states of
consciousness, and the organic unity of the King
Wen sequence of the I Ching.
Celebrated scientists Nicholas Christakis and James
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Fowler explain the amazing power of social networks
and our profound influence on one another's lives.
Your colleague's husband's sister can make you fat,
even if you don't know her. A happy neighbor has
more impact on your happiness than a happy
spouse. These startling revelations of how much we
truly influence one another are revealed in the
studies of Dr. Christakis and Fowler, which have
repeatedly made front-page news nationwide. In
Connected, the authors explain why emotions are
contagious, how health behaviors spread, why the
rich get richer, even how we find and choose our
partners. Intriguing and entertaining, Connected
overturns the notion of the individual and provides a
revolutionary paradigm-that social networks
influence our ideas, emotions, health, relationships,
behavior, politics, and much more. It will change the
way we think about every aspect of our lives.
A New York Times Notable Book A lively, immersive
history by an award-winning urbanist of New York
City’s transformation, and the lessons it offers for
the city’s future. Dangerous, filthy, and falling apart,
garbage piled on its streets and entire
neighborhoods reduced to rubble; New York’s
terrifying, if liberating, state of nature in 1978 also
made it the capital of American culture. Over the
next thirty-plus years, though, it became a different
place—kinder and meaner, richer and poorer, more
like America and less like what it had always been.
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New York, New York, New York, Thomas Dyja’s
sweeping account of this metamorphosis, shows it
wasn’t the work of a single policy, mastermind, or
economic theory, nor was it a morality tale of
gentrification or crime. Instead, three New Yorks
evolved in turn. After brutal retrenchment came the
dazzling Koch Renaissance and the Dinkins years
that left the city’s liberal traditions battered but laid
the foundation for the safe streets and dotcom
excess of Giuliani’s Reformation in the ‘90s. Then
the planes hit on 9/11. The shaky city handed itself
over to Bloomberg who merged City Hall into his
personal empire, launching its Reimagination. From
Hip Hop crews to Wall Street bankers, D.V. to Jay-Z,
Dyja weaves New Yorkers famous, infamous, and
unknown—Yuppies, hipsters, tech nerds, and artists;
community organizers and the immigrants who made
this a truly global place—into a narrative of a city
creating ways of life that would ultimately change
cities everywhere. With great success, though, came
grave mistakes. The urbanism that reclaimed public
space became a means of control, the police who
made streets safe became an occupying army,
technology went from a means to the end. Now, as
anxiety fills New Yorker’s hearts and empties its
public spaces, it’s clear that what brought the city
back—proximity, density, and human exchange—are
what sent Covid-19 burning through its streets, and
the price of order has come due. A fourth evolution is
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happening and we must understand that the greatest
challenge ahead is the one New York failed in the
first three: The cures must not be worse than the
disease. Exhaustively researched, passionately told,
New York, New York, New York is a colorful,
inspiring guide to not just rebuilding but reimagining
a great city.
Freakonomics lived on the New York Times bestseller list for
an astonishing two years. Now authors Steven D. Levitt and
Stephen J. Dubner return with more iconoclastic insights and
observations in SuperFreakonomics—the long awaited followup to their New York Times Notable blockbuster. Based on
revolutionary research and original studies
SuperFreakonomics promises to once again challenge our
view of the way the world really works.
FreakonomicsA Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side
of EverythingWilliam Morrow Paperbacks
Which is more dangerous, a gun or a swimming pool? What
do schoolteachers and sumo wrestlers have in common?
How much do parents really matter? These may not sound
like typical questions for an economist to ask. But Steven D.
Levitt is not a typical economist. He studies the riddles of
everyday life--from cheating and crime to parenting and
sports--and reaches conclusions that turn conventional
wisdom on its head. Freakonomics is a groundbreaking
collaboration between Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner, an
award-winning author and journalist. They set out to explore
the inner workings of a crack gang, the truth about real estate
agents, the secrets of the Ku Klux Klan, and much more.
Through forceful storytelling and wry insight, they show that
economics is, at root, the study of incentives--how people get
what they want or need, especially when other people want or
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need the same thing.
The legendary bestseller that made millions look at the world
in a radically different way returns in a new edition, now
including an exclusive discussion between the authors and
bestselling professor of psychology Angela Duckworth. Which
is more dangerous, a gun or a swimming pool? Which should
be feared more: snakes or french fries? Why do sumo
wrestlers cheat? In this groundbreaking book, leading
economist Steven Levitt--Professor of Economics at the
University of Chicago and winner of the American Economic
Association's John Bates Clark medal for the economist
under 40 who has made the greatest contribution to the
discipline--reveals that the answers. Joined by acclaimed
author and podcast host Stephen J. Dubner, Levitt presents a
brilliant--and brilliantly entertaining--account of how incentives
of the most hidden sort drive behavior in ways that turn
conventional wisdom on its head.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES and LOS ANGELES TIMES
BESTSELLER “Brilliant… riveting, scary, cogent, and cleverly
argued.”—Beth Macy, author of Dopesick As heard on Fresh
Air This book is about pleasure. It’s also about pain. Most
important, it’s about how to find the delicate balance between
the two, and why now more than ever finding balance is
essential. We’re living in a time of unprecedented access to
high-reward, high-dopamine stimuli: drugs, food, news,
gambling, shopping, gaming, texting, sexting, Facebooking,
Instagramming, YouTubing, tweeting… The increased
numbers, variety, and potency is staggering. The smartphone
is the modern-day hypodermic needle, delivering digital
dopamine 24/7 for a wired generation. As such we’ve all
become vulnerable to compulsive overconsumption. In
Dopamine Nation, Dr. Anna Lembke, psychiatrist and author,
explores the exciting new scientific discoveries that explain
why the relentless pursuit of pleasure leads to pain…and what
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to do about it. Condensing complex neuroscience into easy-tounderstand metaphors, Lembke illustrates how finding
contentment and connectedness means keeping dopamine in
check. The lived experiences of her patients are the gripping
fabric of her narrative. Their riveting stories of suffering and
redemption give us all hope for managing our consumption
and transforming our lives. In essence, Dopamine Nation
shows that the secret to finding balance is combining the
science of desire with the wisdom of recovery.
A Financial Times Book of the Month pick for April! Is it worth
swimming in shark-infested waters to surf a 50-foot, careerrecord wave? Is it riskier to make an action movie or a horror
movie? Should sex workers forfeit 50 percent of their income
for added security or take a chance and keep the extra
money? Most people wouldn't expect an economist to have
an answer to these questions--or to other questions of daily
life, such as who to date or how early to leave for the airport.
But those people haven't met Allison Schrager, an economist
and award-winning journalist who has spent her career
examining how people manage risk in their lives and careers.
Whether we realize it or not, we all take risks large and small
every day. Even the most cautious among us cannot opt
out--the question is always which risks to take, not whether to
take them at all. What most of us don't know is how to
measure those risks and maximize the chances of getting
what we want out of life. In An Economist Walks into a
Brothel, Schrager equips readers with five principles for
dealing with risk, principles used by some of the world's most
interesting risk takers. For instance, she interviews a
professional poker player about how to stay rational when the
stakes are high, a paparazzo in Manhattan about how to spot
different kinds of risk, horse breeders in Kentucky about how
to diversify risk and minimize losses, and a war general who
led troops in Iraq about how to prepare for what we don't see
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coming. When you start to look at risky decisions through
Schrager's new framework, you can increase the upside to
any situation and better mitigate the downside.
Spells and prophecies sew havoc in the fight for humankind
in the 4th novel of the #1 New York Times bestselling
author’s epic fantasy series. Having taken his rightful place
as Lord Rahl, ruler of D’Hara, Richard must once again
postpone his wedding to Kahlan Amnell in order to face the
fearsome Imperial Order in a fight for the New World and the
freedom of humankind. But while Richard has the brave
people of D’Hara at his command, Emperor Jagang of the
Imperial Order has a significant advantage: he doesn’t fight
fair. Jagang invokes a prophecy that binds Richard and
Kahlan to a fate of pain, betrayal, and a path to the
Underworld. At Jagang’s behest, a Sister of the Dark gains
access into the fabled Temple of the Winds and unleashes a
plague that sweeps across the lands like a firestorm. To stop
the plague, Richard and Kahlan must risk everything they
have—and everything they’ve hoped for.
How GDP came to rule our lives—and why it needs to change
Why did the size of the U.S. economy increase by 3 percent
on one day in mid-2013—or Ghana's balloon by 60 percent
overnight in 2010? Why did the U.K. financial industry show
its fastest expansion ever at the end of 2008—just as the
world’s financial system went into meltdown? And why was
Greece’s chief statistician charged with treason in 2013 for
apparently doing nothing more than trying to accurately report
the size of his country’s economy? The answers to all these
questions lie in the way we define and measure national
economies around the world: Gross Domestic Product. This
entertaining and informative book tells the story of GDP,
making sense of a statistic that appears constantly in the
news, business, and politics, and that seems to rule our
lives—but that hardly anyone actually understands. Diane
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Coyle traces the history of this artificial, abstract, complex, but
exceedingly important statistic from its eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century precursors through its invention in the
1940s and its postwar golden age, and then through the
Great Crash up to today. The reader learns why this standard
measure of the size of a country’s economy was invented,
how it has changed over the decades, and what its strengths
and weaknesses are. The book explains why even small
changes in GDP can decide elections, influence major
political decisions, and determine whether countries can keep
borrowing or be thrown into recession. The book ends by
making the case that GDP was a good measure for the
twentieth century but is increasingly inappropriate for a twentyfirst-century economy driven by innovation, services, and
intangible goods.
Based on the seminal work of Robert K. Greenleaf, a former
AT&T executive who coined the term almost thirty years ago,
servant-leadership emphasizes an emerging approach to
leadership—one which puts serving others, including
employees, customers, and community, first. The Power of
Servant Leadership is a collection of eight of Greenleaf's
most compelling essays on servant-leadership. These
essays, published together in one volume for the first time,
contain many of Greenleaf's best insights into the nature and
practice of servant-leadership and show his continual
refinement of the servant-as-leader concept. In addition,
several of the essays focus on the related issues of spirit,
commitment to vision, and wholeness.
From Ram Dass, one of America’s most beloved spiritual
figures and bestselling author of Be Here Now and Be Love
Now, comes this timeless classic about the experience of
being and the risks and rewards of our spiritual path.
Originally published in 1976, Grist for the Mill offers a deep
spiritual journey of self-discovery, and a universal
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understanding of what it means to "be" and to grow as human
beings. The book is fully revised with a new introduction. As
Ram Dass puts it, "When the faith is strong enough it is
sufficient just to be. It’s a journey towards simplicity, towards
quietness, towards a kind of joy that is not in time. It’s a
journey that has taken us from primary identification with our
body and our psyche, on to an identification with God, and
ultimately beyond identification."
Which is more dangerous, a gun or a swimming pool? What
do schoolteachers and sumo wrestlers have in common?
Why do drug dealers still live with their moms? How much do
parents really matter? How did the legalization of abortion
affect the rate of violent crime? These may not sound like
typical questions for an econo-mist to ask. But Steven D.
Levitt is not a typical economist. He is a much-heralded
scholar who studies the riddles of everyday life—from cheating
and crime to sports and child-rearing—and whose conclusions
turn conventional wisdom on its head. Freakonomics is a
groundbreaking collaboration between Levitt and Stephen J.
Dubner, an award-winning author and journalist. They usually
begin with a mountain of data and a simple question. Some of
these questions concern life-and-death issues; others have
an admittedly freakish quality. Thus the new field of study
contained in this book: freakonomics. Through forceful
storytelling and wry insight, Levitt and Dubner show that
economics is, at root, the study of incentives—how people get
what they want, or need, especially when other people want
or need the same thing. In Freakonomics, they explore the
hidden side of . . . well, everything. The inner workings of a
crack gang. The truth about real-estate agents. The myths of
campaign finance. The telltale marks of a cheating
schoolteacher. The secrets of the Klu Klux Klan. What unites
all these stories is a belief that the modern world, despite a
great deal of complexity and downright deceit, is not
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impenetrable, is not unknowable, and—if the right questions
are asked—is even more intriguing than we think. All it takes is
a new way of looking. Freakonomics establishes this
unconventional premise: If morality represents how we would
like the world to work, then economics represents how it
actually does work. It is true that readers of this book will be
armed with enough riddles and stories to last a thousand
cocktail parties. But Freakonomics can provide more than
that. It will literally redefine the way we view the modern
world.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have
a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about
God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges
us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds.
To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in
various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist
teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his
spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal
relationship with God.
In celebration of the 10th anniversary of the landmark book
Freakonomics comes this curated collection from the most
readable economics blog in the universe. It’s the perfect
solution for the millions of readers who love all things
Freakonomics. Surprising and erudite, eloquent and witty,
When to Rob a Bank demonstrates the brilliance that has
made the Freakonomics guys an international sensation, with
more than 7 million books sold in 40 languages, and 150
million downloads of their Freakonomics Radio podcast.
When Freakonomics was first published, the authors started a
blog—and they’ve kept it up. The writing is more casual, more
personal, even more outlandish than in their books. In When
to Rob a Bank, they ask a host of typically off-center
questions: Why don’t flight attendants get tipped? If you were
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a terrorist, how would you attack? And why does KFC always
run out of fried chicken? Over the past decade, Steven D.
Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner have published more than
8,000 blog posts on Freakonomics.com. Many of them, they
freely admit, were rubbish. But now they’ve gone through
and picked the best of the best. You’ll discover what people
lie about, and why; the best way to cut gun deaths; why it
might be time for a sex tax; and, yes, when to rob a bank.
(Short answer: never; the ROI is terrible.) You’ll also learn a
great deal about Levitt and Dubner’s own quirks and
passions, from gambling and golf to backgammon and the
abolition of the penny.
“A superbly researched and engagingly written biography” of
NASCAR legend Curtis Turner, known as the Babe Ruth of
stock car racing (Sports Illustrated). Curtis Turner’s life
embodied everything that makes NASCAR the biggest
spectator sport in American history; the adrenaline rush of the
races, the potential for danger at every turn, and the
charismatic, outrageous personality of a winner. Turner
created drama at the racetrack and in his personal life, living
the American Dream several times over before he died a
violent and mysterious death at the age of forty-six. In
gripping prose, and with access to the files of Turner’s
widow, sports writer and author of NASCAR Generations
Robert Edelstein offers the first complete chronicle of
Turner’s life. From his days as a teenage moonshine runner
in Virginia, through millions earned in fearless finance deals,
to his incredible comeback after four years of being banned
from the NASCAR circuit, Full Throttle lets you ride shotgun
with the legend.
Steven Levitt and Stephen Dubner single-handedly showed
the world that applying counter-intuitive approaches to
everyday problems can bear surprising results. Think Like a
Freak will take readers further inside this special thought
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process, revealing a new way of approaching the decisions
we make, the plans we create and the morals we choose. It
answers the question on the lips of everyone who’s read the
previous books: How can I apply these ideas to my life? How
do I make smarter, harder and better decisions? How can I
truly think like a freak? With short, highly entertaining insights
running the gamut from “The Upside of Quitting” to “How to
Succeed with No Talent,” Think Like a Freak is poised to
radically alter the way we think about all aspects of life on this
planet.
JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER IACP Cookbook Award
nominee In the face of apocalyptic climate change, a former
fisherman shares a bold and hopeful new vision for saving
the planet: farming the ocean. Here Bren Smith--pioneer of
regenerative ocean agriculture--introduces the world to a
groundbreaking solution to the global climate crisis. A genredefining "climate memoir," Eat Like a Fish interweaves
Smith's own life--from sailing the high seas aboard
commercial fishing trawlers to developing new forms of ocean
farming to surfing the frontiers of the food movement--with
actionable food policy and practical advice on ocean farming.
Written with the humor and swagger of a fisherman telling a
late-night tale, it is a powerful story of environmental renewal,
and a must-read guide to saving our oceans, feeding the
world, and--by creating new jobs up and down the
coasts--putting working class Americans back to work.

In this groundbreaking book, Keith Law, baseball
writer for The Athletic and author of the acclaimed
Smart Baseball, offers an era-spanning dissection of
some of the best and worst decisions in modern
baseball, explaining what motivated them, what can
be learned from them, and how their legacy has
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shaped the game. For years, Daniel Kahneman’s
iconic work of behavioral science Thinking Fast and
Slow has been required reading in front offices
across Major League Baseball. In this smart,
incisive, and eye-opening book, Keith Law applies
Kahneman’s ideas about decision making to the
game itself. Baseball is a sport of decisions. Some
are so small and routine they become the building
blocks of the game itself—what pitch to throw or when
to swing away. Others are so huge they dictate the
future of franchises—when to make a strategic trade
for a chance to win now, or when to offer a millions
and a multi-year contract for a twenty-eight-year-old
star. These decisions have long shaped the behavior
of players, managers, and entire franchises. But as
those choices have become more complex and datadriven, knowing what’s behind them has become
key to understanding the sport. This fascinating,
revelatory work explores as never before the
essential question: What were they thinking?
Combining behavioral science and interviews with
executives, managers, and players, Keith Law
analyzes baseball’s biggest decision making
successes and failures, looking at how gambles and
calculated risks of all sizes and scales have shaped
the sport, and how the game’s ongoing data
revolution is rewriting decades of accepted decision
making. In the process, he explores questions that
have long been debated, from whether throwing
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harder really increases a player’s risk of serious
injury to whether teams actually “overvalue” trade
prospects. Bringing his analytical and combative
style to some of baseball’s longest running debates,
Law deepens our knowledge of the sport in this
entertaining work that is both fun and deeply
informative.
A New York Times Bestseller "A rich portrait of the
urban poor, drawn not from statistics but from vivid
tales of their lives and his, and how they intertwined."
—The Economist "A sensitive, sympathetic,
unpatronizing portrayal of lives that are ususally
ignored or lumped into ill-defined stereotype."
—Finanical Times Foreword by Stephen J. Dubner,
coauthor of Freakonomics When first-year graduate
student Sudhir Venkatesh walked into an abandoned
building in one of Chicago’s most notorious housing
projects, he hoped to find a few people willing to take
a multiple-choice survey on urban poverty--and
impress his professors with his boldness. He never
imagined that as a result of this assignment he
would befriend a gang leader named JT and spend
the better part of a decade embedded inside the
projects under JT’s protection. From a privileged
position of unprecedented access, Venkatesh
observed JT and the rest of his gang as they
operated their crack-selling business, made peace
with their neighbors, evaded the law, and rose up or
fell within the ranks of the gang’s complex
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hierarchical structure. Examining the morally
ambiguous, highly intricate, and often corrupt
struggle to survive in an urban war zone, Gang
Leader for a Day also tells the story of the
complicated friendship that develops between
Venkatesh and JT--two young and ambitious men a
universe apart. Sudhir Venkatesh’s latest book
Floating City: A Rogue Sociologist Lost and Found in
New York’s Underground Economy—a memoir of
sociological investigation revealing the true face of
America’s most diverse city—is also published by
Penguin Press.
One of "our most insightful social observers"* cracks
the great political mystery of our time: how
conservatism, once a marker of class privilege,
became the creed of millions of ordinary Americans
With his acclaimed wit and acuity, Thomas Frank
turns his eye on what he calls the "thirty-year
backlash"—the populist revolt against a supposedly
liberal establishment. The high point of that backlash
is the Republican Party's success in building the
most unnatural of alliances: between blue-collar
Midwesterners and Wall Street business interests,
workers and bosses, populists and right-wingers. In
asking "what 's the matter with Kansas?"—how a
place famous for its radicalism became one of the
most conservative states in the union—Frank, a
native Kansan and onetime Republican, seeks to
answer some broader American riddles: Why do so
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many of us vote against our economic interests?
Where's the outrage at corporate manipulators? And
whatever happened to middle-American
progressivism? The questions are urgent as well as
provocative. Frank answers them by examining pop
conservatism—the bestsellers, the radio talk shows,
the vicious political combat—and showing how our
long culture wars have left us with an electorate far
more concerned with their leaders' "values" and
down-home qualities than with their stands on hard
questions of policy. A brilliant analysis—and funny to
boot—What's the Matter with Kansas? presents a
critical assessment of who we are, while telling a
remarkable story of how a group of frat boys,
lawyers, and CEOs came to convince a nation that
they spoke on behalf of the People. *Los Angeles
Times
Malcolm Gladwell's provocative new #1 bestseller -now in paperback. Three thousand years ago on a
battlefield in ancient Palestine, a shepherd boy felled
a mighty warrior with nothing more than a pebble
and a sling-and ever since, the names of David and
Goliath have stood for battles between underdogs
and giants. David's victory was improbable and
miraculous. He shouldn't have won. Or should he? In
DAVID AND GOLIATH, Malcolm Gladwell
challenges how we think about obstacles and
disadvantages, offering a new interpretation of what
it means to be discriminated against, suffer from a
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disability, lose a parent, attend a mediocre school, or
endure any number of other apparent setbacks. In
the tradition of Gladwell's previous bestsellers-The
Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers and What the Dog SawDAVID AND GOLIATH draws upon history,
psychology and powerful story-telling to reshape the
way we think of the world around us.
The online economy offers challenges to traditional
businesses as well as incredible opportunities. Chris
Anderson makes the compelling case that in many
instances businesses can succeed best by giving
away more than they charge for. Known as
"Freemium," this combination of free and paid is
emerging as one of the most powerful digital
business models. In Free, Chris Anderson explores
this radical idea for the new global economy and
demonstrates how it can be harnessed for the
benefit of consumers and businesses alike. In the
twenty-first century, Free is more than just a
promotional gimmick: It's a business strategy that is
essential to a company's successful future.
Download the audiobook of Free for free! Details
inside the book.
Like no other text for the intermediate
microeconomics course, Goolsbee, Levitt, and
Syverson's Microeconomics bridges the gap
between today's theory and practice. A strong
empirical dimension tests theory and successfully
applies it. With carefully crafted features and vivid
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examples, Goolsbee, Levitt, and Syverson's text
helps answer two critical questions students ask, "Do
people and firms really act as theory suggests" and
"How can someone use microeconomics in a
practical way?" The authors teach in economics
departments and business schools and are active
empirical microeconomics researchers. Their
grounding in different areas of empirical research
allows them to present the evidence developed in
the last 20 years that has tested and refined the
fundamental theories. Their teaching and
professional experiences are reflected in an
outstanding presentation of theories and
applications.
"The best baseball book I’ve read in years." — Sam
Walker • "An exhilarating story of innovation." — Ben
Reiter • "Swing Kings feels like a spiritual successor
to Moneyball." — Baseball Prospectus From the Wall
Street Journal’s national baseball writer, the
captivating story of the home run boom, following a
group of players who rose from obscurity to stardom
and the rogue swing coaches who helped them
usher the game into a new age. We are in a historic
era for the home run. The 2019 season saw the
most homers ever, obliterating a record set just two
years before. It is a shift that has transformed the
way the game is played, contributing to more
strikeouts, longer games, and what feels like the
logical conclusion of the analytics era. In Swing
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Kings, Wall Street Journal national baseball writer
Jared Diamond reveals that the secret behind this
unprecedented shift isn’t steroids or the stitching of
the baseballs, it’s the most elemental explanation of
all: the swing. In this lively narrative romp, he tracks
a group of baseball’s biggest stars—including Aaron
Judge, J.D. Martinez, and Justin Turner—who
remade their swings under the tutelage of a band of
renegade coaches, and remade the game in the
process. These coaches, many of them baseball
washouts who have reinvented themselves as swing
gurus, for years were one of the game’s best-kept
secrets. Among their ranks are a swimming pool
contractor, the owner of a billiards hall, and an exhippie whose swing insights draw from surfing and
the technique of Japanese samurai. Now, as
Diamond artfully charts, this motley cast has moved
from the baseball margins to its center of power.
They are changing the way hitting is taught to
players of all ages, and major league clubs are
scrambling for their services, hiring them in record
numbers as coaches and consultants. And Diamond
himself, whose baseball career ended in high school,
enlists the tutelage of each swing coach he profiles,
with an aim toward starring in the annual BostonNew York media game at Yankee Stadium. Swing
Kings is both a rollicking history of baseball’s recent
past and a deeply reported, character-driven account
of a battle between opponents as old as time: old
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and new, change and stasis, the establishment and
those who break from it. Jared Diamond has written
a masterful chronicle of America’s pastime at the
crossroads.
Shows how changes in work, family structure,
women's roles, and other factors have caused
people to become increasingly disconnected from
family, friends, neighbors, and democratic
structures--and how they may reconnect.
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